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The Nissan SX originally Datsun SX until the early s is an automobile nameplate that has been
used on various export specification Nissan automobiles between and Between and , Nissan
retailed the Silvia as the SX in some export markets. Six generations were constructed, with
new models released in , , , , and A number of these cars, in both coupe and hatchback body
styles, received different nameplates depending on the importers. The UK market version, for
instance, was sold as the Nissan SX from to , after which no versions of the car have been
officially imported to the UK. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Nissan Silvia based [ edit ]
Main article: Nissan Silvia. Second generation S; â€” most export markets Main article: Nissan
Silvia. Fifth generation S14; â€” most export markets Main article: Nissan Silvia. Main article:
Nissan Lucino. B14 â€” Main article: Nissan Lucino. Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan
Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Index of articles associated with the same name. Categories : Set indices
on cars Nissan vehicles Cars introduced in Rally cars. Hidden categories: Commons category
link from Wikidata Articles with short description Short description with empty Wikidata
description All set index articles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Nissan SX. Straight-3
HR UD. Login Register Sitemap Contact us Home. The original owner always kept the car
garaged. It was a 2nd car for her so she only drove it sparingly and sold it to the 2nd owner in
April, I have paperwork from the original sale in along with a comprehensive packet of
maintenance history and a pretty cool Nissan SX brochure. I bought the car in November, Both
myself and the 2nd owner kept the car garaged as well. The car came from Michigan. I happened
upon it during a search for an 80's-era ZX Turbo being an 80's teenager, I loved those cars. The
only reason I am selling the car is because I bought a very low mileage and forsaken Miata that
needs a little work and a little love, which is more up my alley. This SX Turbo is practically
perfect and needs nothing to be enjoyed!! Paint is all original and shines like new. All trim
pieces, spoilers, factory ground effects, decals and emblems are present and in fantastic
condition. All lighting is exceptional. The factory original wheels have a few slight imperfections
but still look great. The tires are practically new. All glass is original and perfect. The digital
dash works perfectly The seats are perfect with no rips or wear spots. The console and shifter
boot are flawless. The sunroof does not leak and is in phenomenal shape. All power electrical
equipment windows, cruise control, etc. The previous owner installed a later CD player and
threw out the adapter plug that is needed to run the factory original radio. I never addressed it
after I re-installed it. I just liked the factory radio. Also, I haven't played a CD in years. You can
have the CD player and 6x9 old-school speakers he used, if you'd like. The perfect sunshade
that attaches to the sunroof is present along with its carrying bag All of the carpet is in great
condition and includes the original SX Turbo floormats. The hatchback carpet is in excellent
condition as well. The door cards and headliner are in factory-fresh condition. The only blemish
is a small tear in the driver's door card see pictures. The spare tire, original jack and tools are
all in new condition. I doubt they have ever been out of the car. Also, the voice warning system
popular in the 80's works flawlessly. Starts every time without fail. There are no leaks to report
on this car. The turbo pulls strong. The 5-speed manual transmission and clutch shift smoothly
through all gears. Brakes are good. If I left anything out, please feel free to ask any questions.
Call or text Clear title in hand. A car like this doesn't come along often. Thank you for looking
and good luck More Nissan classic cars for sale. Nissan Silvia sx Widebody S California car,
original cond, similar to sx, silvia; s13; rwd. Make an Enquiry. Although recent models have
shared this chassis with other vehicles produced by Nissan most notably the European SX and
North American SX in the S13 and S14 generations, and SX in the Japanese market , the name
Silvia is interchangeable with the chassis codes. The "Silvia" name is a variation of the word "
sylvia ", which is a scientific genus term assigned to a class of birds, possibly a reference to the
Bluebird which was in production at the time the Silvia was introduced. Yamaha had created the
Technical Research Institute to develop their own sports car in , and had built the YX30 sports
car. As Yamaha had a working relationship with Nissan, work began on project AX, but at some
point the project fell apart and work was cancelled. Goertz ended in , the work on the project
contributed to the Silvia. The introductory model was a hand-built coupe based on the Fairlady
platform. Its appearance is similar to the Lancia Fulvia coupe. The engine was equipped with
twin SU carburetors. Production ceased in after a mere were made mainly in , each one of them
unique with body panels crafted by hand. Most of the vehicles remained in Japan ; however, 49
examples were exported to Australia and another 10 went to other countries. The low
production numbers and tedious method of construction assured that each car was unique and
valuable; this is reflected by the car's purchase price of almost twice as much as the next model
in the manufacturer's lineup at the time. After production ceased in , the Silvia nameplate would
not grace another Nissan vehicle until In Japan, it was sold at Nissan Bluebird Store locations,

and was marketed with the "Nissan" name instead of the more widely used "Datsun" brand
name along with the luxury sedan Nissan Cedric. The S10 was the first mass-produced Silvia
built on the all-new S platform , intended as Nissan's compact, rear-wheel-drive, sporty car
platform. The S10 featured less "traditional" lines than similar offerings from rivals Toyota and
Mazda sharing a common appearance with the larger Skyline. In Japan it was fitted with a 1. In
the North American market a version incorporating the larger-displacement 2. Its success in
both markets was limited, most buyers opting for the Celica over what was considered the more
mundane S-Chassis. The car had a drivetrain similar to the popular , but with leaf springs fitted
at the rear, rather than the 's independent suspension. This iteration of the Silvia sold in United
States and Canada as the Datsun SX and in Mexico as the Datsun Sakura , Japanese for cherry
blossom , available as a 2-door hardtop coupe and a new bodystyle 3-door hatchback. The
Japanese market version of the hatchback was called the Gazelle and was exclusive to Nissan
Bluebird Store locations sold alongside the Fairlady Z , while the coupe bodystyle Silvia
remained exclusive to Nissan Prince Store locations alongside the Skyline. This generation
Silvia was uniquely progressive in that it was originally intended to feature a rotary engine ,
designed and built by Nissan. The resulting unit was fairly unreliable, and forestalled
production. Coincidentally, this Silvia shares its chassis code with the Mazda Cosmo , the first
Japanese production car to feature a rotary engine. The car was redesigned shortly before it
was released and the stillborn Wankel power plant was replaced by a line of twin-plug
conventional piston engines from the new Z-series range. These included the Z20 and the
turbocharged and later the fuel-injected Z18ET, although the latter of the two was only available
to the Japanese domestic market and after the mid-life facelift. This took place in late May and
included new bumpers and a reworked front design. There are minor cosmetic differences
between the two cars such as grille pattern and taillight lenses. It was originally powered by the
2. The top model was the luxurious SL, which received a remote opening hood, trunk, and gas
tank lid, more adjustable seats, and a removable glass skyroof. The RS was built between and ,
its production extending the end of the S itself. The resulting machine became Nissan's official
rally car in the World Rally Championship from to , with its best result a second place finish in
the New Zealand Rally. As part of their sponsorship of the series, Nissan provided several of
their vehicles for the production of the police drama Seibu Keisatsu , including a one-off S
Gazelle convertible driven by Chief Kogure. The S12 was produced from August to , with
revisions to the exterior trim in referred to as "Mark II". A number of different engines were
equipped in the S12 chassis, depending on production year and more specifically on the
geographic market. These engines borrowed from previous designs, or in some cases, inspired
future engine platforms with the exception of the FJ series, which was designed solely with
Rally competition in mind. Certain trims had the S12 equipped with an optional V6 engine also
shared by the ZX Z31 of the same vintage; this engine would be augmented with dual cam
heads for the Z The RS was equipped with the 2. The RS-X model also came with different
factory alloy wheels. In Australia there would not be a replacement until the introduction of the
Silvia-based Nissan SX in It was introduced in February , four months behind the rest of
Nissan's models. CA20E The hatchback received both the 2. This was the same engine offered
in the non-turbo ZX for that generation. The ZX name was used because Nissan's Swedish
importer decided to stop carrying the ZX when the naturally aspirated version was discontinued
for Europe; the Silvia acted as a partial replacement for the Z-car. The European S12 was
available only in the hatchback configuration, few were equipped with a rally package that
included a rally foot brace for the navigator, headlamp guards, headlamp dust cleaners, with the
same 1. These models equipped with the rally package were dubbed "Rally Spec". The "FJ"
engine series was originally designed for the RS rally race car as a 2. The S12 chassis in
Australia, released in October , was badged as a Gazelle. The hatchback's option pack added air
conditioning, power steering, and power sunroof. Below lists the description of both. The first
trim of the S12 chassis. Bumpers featured matte-finish raised surfaces, and sides featured
half-inch rubstripping. Cars featured a honeycomb radiator grille, and long corner lights. In
some markets, the and 85 could be had with a foam rubber deck spoiler. In the foam rubber
deck spoiler was changed for a fiberglass version with an integrated third brake light. In , the
bumpers were updated, and the matte finished surfaces were eliminated for a more uniform
surface. The honeycomb radiator grille was replaced with a slatted version that spanned the
entire front end previous was shorter , and cornerlights were shortened. The "SE" model and
the Turbo Canada, Europe came with new fiberglass ground effects and mudflaps, painted in
the color of the car, and a new and more pronounced lower deflection lip in the front. All Mark II
S12's received a new reverse-cowl hood bulge design to accommodate clearance for the 3.
Optional rear mudflap accents were available. Based on a Mark I chassis, it was powered by the
FJ20E with a few known to be sold with the CA18ET , and featured molded-in fiberglass wide

body fenders and quarter sections and special edition wheels. The widebody exterior grabs
design cues from popular European rally car platforms of the time e. The Silvia Grand Prix holds
the distinction as the rarest incarnation of the S12, and is generally considered something of a
collector's item. Nissan had to quickly find a car to replace the RS. Nissan's creation and choice
of this car ensured they could sell cars required for WRC Homologation. The S12 "SE" trim's V6
held the only real appeal to the North American market, allowing Nissan to sell right at cars to a
single specification. The V6 was a very unusual choice as the WRC was dominated by 4-cylinder
2. The SX achieved a first place in the Ivory coast rally and second place for two years running
in the very challenging Safari Rally and Safari Rally Mark Skaife won the Australian 2. The S13
Silvia, introduced in mid the model year, was immensely popular in Japan. At its introduction in
, it won the Car of the Year Japan Award. The Silvia was no longer exported, however; rebadged
SX were instead sold in most markets. European versions of this car were still known as SX.
Following industry trends, the S13 Silvia switched to relampable fixed headlights. Projector
optics were offered as an option. The S13 Silvia coupe was made from to , overlapping with the
S14 Silvia introduced in The Nissan Silvia used fixed headlights; whereas, the SX, simply a
hatchback version of the Silvia, introduced at the same time used pop-up headlights. The
hatchback version, called the SX, replaced the Gazelle name in Japan and remained in
production until The S13 was one of the first uses of Nissan's multi-link rear suspension, the
technology of which was previewed in concept cars in previous years, such as the Nissan MID4.
The S13 also saw the introduction of a viscous-type limited slip differential for some models. In
mid, for the model year the SR20DE and SR20DET engines debuted, offering improvements
across the board in power and torque due to increased displacement and a more efficient
turbocharger than was offered on the previous cars. One of the other simple changes that were
made between the CA generation and the SR generation was the switch to a single colour paint
job, instead of the two-tone colour sets that were previously offered. On top of this, the SR
motor later debuted another variant of the platform known simply as the "blacktop". It is vastly
different from the more powerful "notch top" used in the S14 and S15 variants. In the U. This
was the "Kouki" generation, while the previous or 'middle' generation was referred to as
"Chuki". The Kouki featured newly design tail lights a redesigned aero body kit and outfitted
with an airbag. In , the S13 Silvia was resurrected, in part. A variant was produced by Kid's
Heart for Nissan called the Sileighty , which featured the SX body with the front end from the
Silvia. The Sileighty style was originally created by Japanese enthusiasts for their own SX's,
and is still a common modification for the SX and SX fastback. The Sileighty also made an
appearance in a Japanese anime and manga series known as Initial D. The series based around
the Japanese motorsports of Touge and drifting featured the Sileighty in one of the last battles
of the First Stage or first season in the anime. The creation of the Sileighty then followed by
another version of the Silvia known as the Onevia. Based on the chassis of the S13, the front
end of the Silvia would be removed and replaced with the front end of a SX. It is called the
Mitsuoka Le-Seyde and was built in a very limited series in The car has also been popular with
multiple diecast manufacturers like HotWheels, which have released several iterations of it over
the years. A Silvia convertible was briefly offered soon after the start of production and sold in
limited numbers. Demand, at the time, was low perhaps due to high cost 3. The Silvia
convertibles were a conversion done by Autech Japan, Inc. A total of Autech convertibles were
produced in the following color codes: TH1 - velvet blue , 5G7 - green two-tone lime 50 , 5H6 warm two-tone white 70 , AH3 - cranberry red 40 , and DH0 dark green The other 3 were made to
order for Nissan and the color is unknown. They came equipped with K series trim including the
turbocharged CA18det engine. All of the publicly available cars were sold with 4-speed
automatic transmission. The S13 Silvia was the first S-series car to use the J's , Q's , and K's
designations for the different trim packages. These names are references to the face cards of
English playing cards. The J's was the base model. The Q's model offered a slightly more
refined experience and received electric options and an available LSD. On top of the K's and Q's
models, the Club and Diamond Selection packages came with specific options bundled
together. For example, all K's Club Selections came with projector headlamps , a rear spoiler,
and 15" aluminum wheels while all Q's models came out with automatic climate control. The
Silvia A's "Almighty" was introduced in late Trim wise, the Almighty slotted between the J's and
Q's, offering options not available on J's, but not including all the standard features of the Q's.
The S14 Silvia debuted in Japan towards the end of It was lower and wider than the S New
rounded styling contributed to the illusion of a greater increase in size than actually occurred.
Wheelbase and track were both increased, leading to slightly improved handling. Unlike export
markets, where sales of the S14 chassis variants faltered, the Silvia remained popular in Japan.
Trim level designations were similar to the S13, however the Club Selection package was
dropped. There was a mild styling update to the S14 during , which added aggressive-looking

projector headlamps and tinted taillights to all models. Fascias and other exterior trim pieces
were also revised. The turbocharger now used a more efficient ball bearing center section. The
final model year of S14 production in all markets was , called the Touring Model, which had a
better engine block, pistons, and better acceleration in lower gears. The R was a limited edition
vehicle developed by Nissan Motorsports. The vehicle was built on the S14 chassis but had
many enhancements over the Silvia. Only 50 Rs were ever built and they were only produced in
The '' is in reference to the horsepower of the unique car as opposed to the displacement of the
engine as other vehicles, including the sx, were previously named upon. The R featured a
vented hood with a front-mounted intercooler, Nismo 'Edge' Aero kit, heavy duty clutch, 2-way
limited slip differential, NISMO logo front and rear seats among other upgrades. All the s were
painted black with 'Nismo R' badging above the rear wheels and a product numbered plaque in
the glove compartment. Tuning company Autech , has a tuned adaption of the CS14 King's
variant. This includes Aero style HUD with white displays and gauges for oil pressure, boost,
and voltage in the centre console, along with a MOMO steering wheel and leather gear knob.
The interior trim is also revised. Handling improvements include multi-link suspension, firmer
shocks and springs, front strut brace, and a rear sway bar. A large F40 style rear spoiler and
aero bodykit with Autech indicators are also fitted. The S15 Silvia included aggressive styling
inside and out, updating the previous Silvia styling in-line with modern car design trends. The
body dimensions were reduced from the previous generation so that it would comply with
Japanese Government compact class , which had an effect on sales of the previous model. This
generation of the Silvia was only sold in Japan, Australia and New Zealand but was available as
a grey import in most other countries. These two models were available at Nissan showrooms
until the Nissan SX GT was introduced in , the last year of production for the S Main differences
here were namely the wheels being finished in a silver shadow chrome, chrome interior door
handles, chrome gear selector surround, "sports" metal pedal set and an updated larger rear
wing. Production of the Silvia ended amidst Nissan's efforts to reduce its myriad of platforms.
The S15 Silvia was therefore the last car to hold the Silvia badge. The Spec-R differed from
previous Silvia models by featuring a 6-speed manual gearbox as well as a 4-speed automatic
transmission. The Spec-R also included extensive chassis and suspension strengthening via
the use of larger anti-roll bars and strut bracing. The S15 featured the same 4-piston front brake
calipers that were found in the Z32 ZX but included a larger brake booster. One of the biggest
changes to the S15 model of the Silvia fitted with the 6-speed manual transmission built by
Aisin Seiki was the implementation of a helical limited-slip differential. The result was a safer,
more track suited drive; in some contrast to its drifting heritage and subsequent media
attention. The Spec-S featured a 5-speed manual transmission in addition to a 4-speed
automatic available on both the Spec-S and the Spec-R. It lacked the additional chassis support
of the Spec-R; featured 4-piston front brake caliper and a slightly smaller brake booster. The
Spec-S came only with an open differential. Australian-delivered Spec-S models featured the
same helical differential, chassis bracing and 6 speed manual transmission as the Australian
market Spec-R models. The S15 line was later expanded to include various luxury and upgrade
option packages for both the Spec-S and Spec-R. This version also included the 6-speed
transmission and other upgrades normally found only in the Spec-R. In Japan, Nissan offered a
retractable hardtop variant of the Silvia, called the Varietta. The Varietta was built by Autech and
was based on the Spec-S model, featuring the same naturally aspirated engine, with a choice of
the 5-speed manual transmission or the 4-speed automatic transmission. This is a rare type of
Nissan Silvia which is uncommon in most places as only cars were produced. The S-chassis is
a popular drift car , especially the S13 through S15 vehicles. This is due to the extreme
versatility and huge aftermarket for the S-chassis, many professional racecars have been built
just by off the shelf suspension and engine components. He has multiple event wins and has
placed in the Top 5 overall in Formula Drift for the past 4 years. Both the S14 and S15
generations of the Silvia won the GT class championship in and respectively. In the late
Eighties, when Group B was banned, S and S12 Silvias also saw limited success in rallying ,
mainly on endurance rallies. During the S13's production, there was a one-make series in
Japan. The latest lap record is currently timed at From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
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sold only in Canada. That sedan was called the BMW , and it blended performance with
function, offering within its sedate three-box shape the ability to speed, undetected, past police
who were looking for brightly colored, finned and spoilered muscle cars to yank over to the side
of the road. The BMW was affordable fun, and most of the souped-up hatchbacks that followed
it never adhered to the basic formula that the Bimmer embraced: simplicity in style, with an
emphasis on performance and the driving experience. Most of the pocket-rockets that followed
the were painted in bright hues, with spoilers, ground effects and hood vents to give them the
boy-racer look, which only attracted attention from speed enforcers. Then along came Nissan,
in the midst of a corporate change in philosophy that dictated that cars should be good looking
and fun-to-drive. In , Nissan gave us the horsepower Nissan Sentra SE-R, a version of the
Sentra coupe stuffed with a big four-cylinder engine, fat tires and a tweaked suspension.
Discreet fog lights, a small rear spoiler and attractive alloy wheels were the only external clues
that indicated this was more than a regular Sentra coupe. The press affectionately labeled it the
modern-day BMW Nissan replaced the Sentra coupe with the SX in Three versions are available,
and all of them are more roomy and refined than the old Sentra coupe. This is a smoother car
than the brash and scrappy model it replaced in 95, but we still find ourselves wishing for the
earlier model's clean looks. Still, performance is its virtue, and it continues to possess the
stealthy anonymity that made the Sentra SE-R so desirable. Despite the rather dull styling and
measly horsepower engine, base and SE versions of the SX are more appealing than the coupe
they replaced. Interiors are ergonomically correct, offering a fine driving position and room for
four. SE models are well-trimmed, and can be equipped with antilock brakes, power sunroof and
a rear spoiler. All models get exterior styling tweaks that help clean up the SX's somewhat
dumpy image - our only real complaint about the car since its introduction. We conducted an
extensive road test of a SX SE-R this fall and walked away from the car very impressed. Its
responsive handling, free-revving engine and tight build quality left several of our staff
members wondering if it might make a perfect second car for their families. Some were smitten
enough to contact Nissan directly about purchasing this press vehicle after its tour of duty. If
that isn't the highest compliment we can pay, we don't know what is. The Nissan SX is a great
car with a lot more personality than one would expect from its frumpy looks. Do yourself a favor
and check it out. I've been very happy with this car that looks just like the one pictured : It's
going strong after 11 years and , miles, with little maintenance. I have had some minor repairs
done, but it beats having to buy a new car. I've had this car for 2 years now and she's running
fine so far. One of the obvious yet best things about this car is the gas mileage. When it comes
to tuning, there aren't a ton of mods out there for it, but you can purchase mods for a Sentra
with the same engine size and type and it'll be fine. So far I've got a cold air intake, cat-back
exhaust, and street springs. Performance was a little lackluster stock, but when modified Great
car and lightweight as well. I have , miles on my car. I replaced the computer chip, kind of
expensive. But, overall just standard maintenance, tires, oil, brakes and 1 battery. Starts always!
Not very fast, but once it gets up to speed, you can lock the cruise at 80 and go. Averages 36
mpg!! I think I will keep it until it falls apart, or , which ever comes first. My wife and I bought the
SE-R in for a commuter for her. In two years and nearly 35, miles there's not been a bit of
trouble. We're nearing 90K now and our mechanic said the little guy is doing great. Lot of fun on

the road; the light body and 2-liter engine make driving in traffic a bit more fun and it handles
very well. I'm 6'-3" tall and sitting in it works fine but getting in and out it a bit of chore when
you're bigger. Write a review. See all 37 reviews. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the Nissan SX and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the SX 4.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the SX. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews
for the Nissan SX and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the SX featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Nissan SX. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Nissan Nissan SX. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Looks stodgy. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Exterior enhancements include new headlights, taillights, front and rear bumpers and revised
grille. Three new colors are available for Sponsored cars related to the SX. Most helpful
consumer reviews 4. The Edmunds experts tested the SX both on the road and at the track. You
probably care about Nissan SX fuel economy, so it's important to know that the SX gets an
EPA-estimated 23 mpg to 29 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the SX has And
then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Nissan SX is reliable,
read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's
like to live with the SX. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the SX's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot
to consider if you're wondering whether the Nissan SX is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the SX is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert
testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Learn more. What do people think of the
Nissan SX? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Nissan SX and all model years in our database. Our Review Process
This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's
a good price for a New Nissan SX? Can't find a new Nissan SXs you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Nissan SX? Check out
Nissan lease specials. Sign Up. Nissan SX Relay. Nissan SX Instrument Cluster. Nissan SX
Wiper Arm. Nissan SX Headlight Bulb. Nissan SX Headlight. Nissan SX Wiper Blade. Nissan SX
Oil Filter. Nissan SX Lash Adjuster. Nissan SX Rod Bearing. Nissan SX Camshaft Seal. Nissan
SX Wheel Stud. Nissan SX Wheel Bearing. Nissan SX Shock Absorber. Nissan SX Coil Springs.
Nissan SX Wheel Cover. Nissan SX Spark Plug. Nissan SX Oxygen Sensor. Nissan SX
Alternator. Nissan SX Knock Sensor. Nissan SX Distributor Cap. Nissan SX Emblem. Nissan SX

Car Key. Nissan SX Sun Visor. Nissan SX Ignition Switch. Nissan SX Car Mirror. Nissan SX Shift
Indicator. Nissan SX Door Striker. Nissan SX Door Handle. Nissan SX Window Regulator. Nissan
SX Window Motor. Nissan SX Air Filter. Nissan SX Seat Belt. Nissan SX Catalytic Converter.
Nissan SX Water Pump. Nissan SX Radiator. Nissan SX Fuel Pump. Nissan SX Steering Wheel.
Nissan SX Fuel Tank. Nissan SX Shift Cable. Nissan SX Axle Shaft. Nissan SX Lift Support.
Shop for Nissan SX Parts. About Nissan SX Nissan SX is an automobile nameplate that has
been used on many Nissan automobiles for export between and It also was called Datsun SX
until the Nissan SX is a sport car manufactured by the exceptional Japanese automaker Nissan
Motor Company Ltd from to and got exported to North America since model year known as
Nissan Silvia as well; it also is a compact sports car available in North America between to and
known as Nissan Lucino as well. It first was available for four generations and was offered in S,
SL, and SV trim levels in succession. The third-generation Nissan SX was introduced in under
the S12 code. As a 2-door coupe and 3-door hatchback, Nissan SX then was powered by the 2.
Nissan SX then was powered by a 1. Though Nissan SX is different Nissan models, but it always
has been a sport coupe, which means it is suitable for commuting or traveling. In order to enjoy
the cozy and comfort brought by it, you need to spare more efforts on your Nissan SX, because
as time passes by, these problems would pop out: First, engine won't start or intermittent power
loss. This is obvious an engine issue on Nissan SX but complained most at the car repair
statistics site CarComplaints. Some Nissan SX drivers said besides the starting issue and
performance reduced as loss of power when acceleration, the impact noise from the engine or
rough running and constant overheating also troubled them a lot. Once your Nissan SX appear
similar symptoms and the Check Engine Light gets illuminated, you should get the SX engine
mount, motor and transmission mount, timing chain tensioner, timing chain guide, water pump
gasket, spark plug, timing chain and timing belt tensioner inspected. Second, suspension
failure. Suspension issue is a rather serious problem as it would affect the driving experience
deeply. Some Nissan SX owners complained when the vehicle reached at a certain mileage,
there will be rattling or squeaking noises coming from underneath the vehicle. It also becomes
harder to control the vehicle as the steering wheel would be vibrating and steering pulling to the
left or right. If you find uneven tire wear and feel bouncing while driving, please make sure if the
SX sway bar bushing and control arm bushing are working normally. However, you will realize it
is a tough task to complete if you want to keep your Nissan SX at the best shape all the time.
Power steering hose in it is easy to collapse and break and cause difficulty steering and door
jamb switch would also be defective if being exposed to over usages. Other parts like emblem
and door handle share the same fate with those auto parts, so they all should be maintained on
a regular basis. And if price is your only concern, then you might as well try at the broad
selection of genuine Nissan SX auto parts at the lowest price online from Nissanpartsdeal.
Covered by the manufacturer's warranty, hassle-free return policy and speediest delivery
service, these OEM SX parts could restore your vehicle at the fastest speed. Our Customers
Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. For more information go to Nissan SX parts are
offered in astounding number in the market so it's not really a problem if you need any of these
auto parts. Whether you need Nissan SX replacement parts for a replacement of faulty or ageing
auto parts or you need Nissan SX performance part to augment its performance and drivability,
these are widely in stock for your needs. Performance parts may range widely from air intake
system, cooling system parts, body styling component parts, ignition parts, Nissan SX
transmission parts, Nissan SX fuel system parts to any other auto parts that may contribute to
the overall performance. If you want to enhance the styling and design aspect of your vehicle,
Nissan SX accessories are also provided in the indsutry to help you out in this undertaking.
Coming in both coupe and hatchback styles, the Nissan SX is a nameplate used on a range of
cars made between and by the Japanese giant. The 96 version is one of the most popular, as it
received quite the makeover and aesthetic overhaul that included aggressively molded front
lights, newer tail lights, a classy interior, and what has been called in some circles as Kouki
trim. Even years after being discontinued, the car is a very popular option in drift motorsports
because of its excellent tuning capabilities and an engine that balances high output with
longevity. With these top tips, you can keep yours in top shape. While the engine on the Nissan
SX is certainly a unique and top performer, it still does pretty much run like every other
engineâ€”that means a lot of metal parts bumping and grinding constantly. This can wear down
the little components in your engine. The trick is to lubricate and lubricate
consistentlyâ€”topping off with engine oil consistently will make sure that your engine runs
consistently and smoothly for much longer. While you're at it, make sure to top off on other
important liquids like transmission fluid and coolant as well. Your owner's manual always
comes with a manufacturer-suggested schedule, and your mechanic should always make this a
part of the work procedure. Whether intentional or not, a lot of us are not really that familiar with

how our automobiles really work under the hoodâ€”relying on experts to know for us. Take time
to find out what does what in your car. Read over specifications lists and try to understand the
rhyme and reason behind each component and each part. Online resources are rife and
jam-packed, and all is easily accessible from computer or phone. This little bit of knowledge will
help you be vigilant about the state of your Nissan SX at all timesâ€”the better to deal with
emergencies. When you can, talk to your mechanic about the signs to look for while you drive.
Even the tiniest noises or creaks can be your car warning you of impending trouble. This kind of
foreknowledge can save you on repairs and replacements. Perhaps because they're not as
costly or impressive as your Nissan SX's powerful engine, your tires don't often get the love
and attention that they deserve. But they actually are a very important part of your
carâ€”experiencing a lot of wear and tear on a constant basis. Many accidents have been
caused by worn treads or bad alignment. Even if the effect isn't serious, the positioning and
mounting of your tires and wheels sure affects your fuel efficiency. Handling problems are also
a serious issue. Make it a habit to constantly check on your tires. Look for proper inflation,
correct alignment, and even tire pressure and tread pattern. With these simple tips, you can
keep your Nissan SX in the best shape for longer. These will require very minimal effort and
investment and will certainly serve you well in the long run. A sporty coupe produced from to
model years , the Nissan SX was an affordable yet reliable and fun-to-drive vehicle. Despite its
discontinuation in , this model continues to attract second-hand buyers who prefer an
economical coupe. As a matter of fact, this model is known to have been modded and raced by
Nissan enthusiasts over the years. Several components on the dash and under the hood were
similar to those found in the Sentra, although the SX had a sportier tuning. As for the sportier
SE-R, it was equipped with a 2. All three trims were manufactured with either a four-speed
automatic or a five-speed manual transmission and dual airbags. The trunk was spacious
enough for passengers looking for more storage space. Despite its lackluster interior, the SX
gained fans because of its longevity and reliability. In the following years until its
discontinuation in , the Nissan SX received several upgrades. For the SE-R edition, the circular
exhaust finisher was now an oval component. In the same year, all trim levels were also
equipped with a standard rear spoiler. Due to stricter emissions requirements in California, the
SE-R was no longer sold in the state in As a result, the SE-R was now available in California. All
models were equipped with new headlights and tail lights, a redesigned bumper, white gauges,
and a modified grille. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Nissan SX Alternator. Nissan SX Axle Assembly. Nissan
SX Ball Joint. Nissan SX Blower Motor. Nissan SX Brake Booster. Nissan SX Brake Caliper.
Nissan SX Brake Disc. Nissan SX Brake Drum. Nissan SX Catalytic Converter. Nissan SX
Control Arm. Nissan SX Dash Cover. Nissan SX Distributor. Nissan SX Fender. Nissan SX Floor
Mats. Nissan SX Fuel Filter. Nissan SX Fuel Pump. Nissan SX Fuel Tank. Nissan SX Headlight.
Nissan SX Ignition Coil. Nissan SX Muffler. Nissan SX Serpentine Belt. Nissan SX Spark Plug.
Nissan SX Starter. Nissan SX Steering Rack. Nissan SX Vapor Canister. Nissan SX Water Pump.
Nissan SX Window Motor. Nissan SX Window Regulator. Nissan SX Wiper Blade. Nissan SX
Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Nissan SX Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:.
Sort by:. Part Number: N Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Product Details Notes : For Rear 5. Part Number: H Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Nissan
SX Customer Reviews. Feb 15, Good product. Works great. Andrew Deeks. Purchased on Feb
07, Dec 15, Good as new! Stephen Simpson. Purchased on Nov 19, Jun 13, Excellent excellent.
Excellent excellent works really good I like it I will eBay buying some other things from you but
not at this moment. Joel Aranda. Purchased on May 29, Nissan SX Guides. Nissan SX
automotive parts are the reason why these vehicles run in good shape over the years of
grueling races and driving experiences. Each Nissan SX part is manufactured out of rigid and
exact quality manufacturing strategies to ensure mechanical failure will be avoided. These auto
parts make it easy for you to upgrade and maintain Nissan Sx automobiles. You can make the
interior of your vehicle more appealing and comfortable to stay with all throughout the drive.
There are considerable number of options available if you want to bring out the best of your
vehicle's interior, and you can even do it as a hands-on job. Modifying your vehicle can be very
fun and would ultimately bring satisfaction for you as this could be an achievement on your
part. The exterior aspect is also another prospect to take serious modification at hand. There
are a lot of automotive parts that can give varying effects on the exterior aspect of your Nissan
SX vehicle. While you may think it might be tough to find these Nissan SX auto parts, you can
try to gai
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n access through the internet because it is here where you can find complete list of every auto
part there is in the market. By simply clicking on the sites available, you may find yourself
accessing through the wide portal of location of these parts. Nissan SX accessories for these
auto parts can also be located here. You don't need to go out of your way to obtain what you
need. Also, careful studying of the exact and precise assessment of your car's needs is
essential before venturing out to these parts. It wouldn't hurt if you can take the time out to
prepare your vehicle before it undergoes change or modification. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Mitsubishi-Nissan Alliance Stronger Than Ever The two automakers have suffered
greatly from growing competition in and out of the United States and internal issues caused by
leadership. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

